Sponsorship Information

Goals
Kent Hack Enough is a student-run hackathon held at Kent State University annually by hacKSU. This hackathon, students will work for 48 hours, from October 24th to the 26th.

Our goal is to deliver a hackathon full of innovation, entrepreneurial energy, and fun. We aim to host over 250 students, and provide an opportunity for participants to connect with pioneers in the tech field. We hope to develop long-standing relationships with leading universities and companies.

Sponsorship
We look forward to giving students an amazing experience at a great venue full of cool gear, talks, prizes, and more - and that's where you come in!

This hackathon provides a great opportunity for your company to be highlighted, establish great connections with multiple universities at once, and tap into new, up and coming top tech talent. Hackathons allow you to scout out your company’s next hire or intern as students display their skills competing to win your prizes. Below are three different sponsorship tiers, each tier also receives everything below it.
**Co-Host**
The hackathon is branded as a collaboration between the sponsor and HacKSU. You are given creative input to the hackathon’s design, and receive all other sponsor benefits. The cost of this tier is negotiable.

**Platinum**
A company representative can give a 10 minute keynote at the opening ceremony and has access to the resumes we will collect. The sponsor will have their logo on the main page of the hackathon website. A company representative will sit on the judging board, if desired. The cost of this tier is $3,000.

**Gold**
Sponsor logo’s will be on our t-shirts we give to all the participants as well as company swag distributed in the participant swag bags! Sponsors will be offered the opportunity to present a 30 minute talk relating to your company and/or technology during the hackathon. The cost of this tier is $1,400.

**Silver**
Sponsors can set up a table with information about their company for as much of the competition as they would like and have their logo placed on our hackathon T-Shirt. The cost of this tier is $1,100.

**All Sponsors**
All sponsors will be thanked at the opening of the event. Every sponsor can offer prizes separate from their sponsorship money, send gear/swag to the event for distribution, and can also send anyone to mentor/meet the participants.
Other Ways to Support

● Send us cool stuff:
  ○ Prizes - great way to encourage students to develop using your API, or service
  ○ Cool Giveaways
  ○ Company Gear/Swag
  ○ Other

● Sponsor a bus or car:
  ○ Students from top Computer Science schools across the country want to attend
  ○ We are organizing buses to transport teams from those schools
  ○ We will be subsidizing transportation costs for students driving as well

● Sponsor food and/or drinks
  ○ Food - We have a lot of people to feed
  ○ Drinks - Energy drinks are in high demand

Interested in sponsoring?
Contact us at hacksu@cs.kent.edu.